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Abstract
Background: Humic substances can be considered as polyelectrolytes with supramolecular character and complicated behaviour in water environment. The fractions of humic substances dissolved in water are the most active ones
and determinative for their functioning in nature, where the proton-binding and dissociation ability play a crucial
role. The dissociation behaviour of humic and fulvic acids can be affected by different circumstances including their
concentration which is directly connected with the molecular organization of humic particles in solution and the
accessibility of their ionizable functional groups. This study is focused just on these active fractions and their dissociation behaviour in the dependence on their content in studied system.
Results: Standards and reference samples of International Humic Substances Society were used. Flow-through coulometry was used to determine the total content of acidic functional groups in fulvic solutions and humic leachates.
The amount of dissociated acidic groups was determined on the basis of potentiometry. Several differences between
the behaviour of humic and fulvic acids were found. While whole samples of fulvic acids including the weakest functional groups were analysed, only the active dissolved humic fractions containing stronger acidic functional groups
were characterized. The fractions containing higher amounts of the weakest functional groups remained insoluble.
The dissociation degree of fulvic acids decreased with their increasing content, but a maximum on its concentration
dependence obtained for humic acids was observed.
Conclusions: Two different values of dissociation constants were determined for each sample. The first was determined on the basis of the extrapolation of infinite dilution, second was determined as their average value in the
region of high concentrations in which it was constant. Obtained values characterize the functioning of dissolved
humic substances from point of view of their dissociation ability. The results obtained by this approach can help to
predict the acid–base behaviour of dissolved organic carbon in soil and generally in nature. The acid–base behaviour
of dissolved organic carbon depends on its ratio to water. It behaves differently in soil which is dry and in soil which is
wet or saturated by water.
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Background
Humic substances are heterogeneous mixtures of organic
materials formed by the humification of animals, plants
and microbes [1, 2]. They are the most widespread natural complexing agents occurring in soils, sediments and
water. Due to their colloidal and poly-functional character, these substances play important roles in the mobility
and bioavailability of nutrients and contaminants in the
environment [3, 4]. The major role in the interactions of
humic substances with other components is played by
their dissociable acidic functional groups [2–7], which
include mainly carboxylic acids, phenols and alcohols [2,
3, 8–10]. While carboxylic functional groups are generally considered as strong ones with pKa around 3.8–4.4,
phenolic and enolic ones belong to weak groups with pKa
around 8.7–10 [2, 3, 6, 8, 10, 11]. One of the most important properties of humic substances is their large buffer
capacity over a wide pH range, which arises essentially
from the dissociation of acidic functional groups. The
exact contribution to the total soil buffer capacity is not
well known. In general, soils rich in humic substances
are well buffered [8]. A study of the interactions of humic
substances cannot disregard a knowledge of their proton
exchange capacity and the strength of their functional
groups which is not easy to acquire—particularly in the
case of natural polyelectrolytes, whose heterogeneous
structure makes the modelling of protonation equilibria
very complicated [11–13]. As a consequence of such pronounced heterogeneity with respect to humic structure
and composition, a strong influence on the acid–base
properties and on binding capacities of humic substances
and their functioning in nature must be expected [14, 15].
Humic substances are principal constituents of natural
organic matter and play a crucial role in its functioning
in natural systems (waters, soils, sediments). They can be
characterized by complex supramolecular structure and
considered as associations of small molecules self-assembled by weak forces and hydrogen bonds. Such associations in solution are formed by the self-organization of
hydrophobic and amphiphilic compounds: highly polar
subunits of humic substances are in contact with solution,
that less polar subunits are in subsequent layers, and nonpolar subunits are inaccessible in the core [16–21]. Therefore, the dissociation behaviour of humic substances can
be affected by different circumstances including their concentration which is directly connected with the molecular
organization of humic particles in solution and the accessibility of their ionizable functional groups. It is assumed
that the fractions of humic substances dissolved in water
are the most active humic fractions which are determinative for their functioning in nature. This study is focused
just on these active fractions and their dissociation behaviour in the dependence on their content in studied system.
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The most widely used methods to characterize the dissociation behaviour of humic substances are acid–base
titrations [2, 22, 23]. Fukushima et al. [24] characterized
the acid–base behaviour of humic acids by means of the
continuous pKa distribution model, in which the acidic
functional groups had two centres of distribution in the
humic molecule. They suggested that there are strong and
weak acidic groups in the humic molecules and that they
deprotonate continuously according to their pKa distribution. In their latter work [25], humic acids fractionated
by molecular weight were analysed. The largest amounts
of acidic groups were found in the fraction with the lowest molecular weight. The pKa value was the lowest for
the unfractionated humic sample; therefore, the authors
deduced that intermolecular interactions and conformational changes influence acidic sites in the humic structure. The method of non-aqueous conductivity titration
was used in ref. [2] for the determination of the contents
of carboxylic and phenolic functional groups in the collection of 29 humic samples. Garcia-Mina [26] described
the proton-binding behaviour of humic acids using the
polyelectrolyte model. A characterization can be made
on the basis of both the electrostatic factors affecting
the binding site and the site heterogeneity. Ritchie and
Perdue [11] used the Henderson–Hasselbalch model
modified for two types of proton-binding sites in order
to obtain the ‘‘best fit parameters’’ which describe the
proton-binding curves for humic samples. The computed
parameters were only empirical ones and it was necessary to know the ratio between carboxylic and phenolic
groups in the sample. Crea et al. [13] determined the dissociation constants of several humic and fulvic acids by
means of four various models. A statistical analysis of the
dissociation constants of all investigated polyelectrolytes
was made, confirming that very similar results can be
obtained using any considered model. Campitelli et al. [8]
determined seven different dissociation constants of the
humic acids extracted from compost, soil and amended
soil by means of differential scanning potentiometry.
Each one of these values corresponded to known acidic
groups that could be present in the humic molecule.
It is well known that the utilization of titration data for
the determination of dissociation constants is connected
with several problems [10, 27, 28]. Fernandes et al. [27]
compared the fitting of titration data by two different
models and stated that the results were strongly dependent on both the choice of model as well as the experimental conditions (e.g. titration rate). Khil´ko et al. [28]
showed that the results of potentiometric titrations and
the calculated dissociation constants depend on the titration method, the humic concentration, and the time
taken to establish the titration rate. There are other ways
to determine the dissociation constants of humic acids,
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but these methods are rarely utilized. Salma and his coworkers [29, 30] used conductometry to determine the
dissociation constants of humic-like substances. Palladino et al. [15] combined potentiometric titration and
constant-current coulometry as an alternative method for
the determination of the dissociation constants of humic
acids. UV/VIS spectroscopy [10], flow-through coulometry [31], and conductometry [32] were used in our
previous works as alternative methods for the characterizing the dissociation behaviour of humic acids. OrlovićLeko et al. [33] showed that electroanalytical techniques
are suitable for the investigation of physical–chemical
properties of dissolved organic matter including humic
and fulvic acids in water. These techniques are sensitive,
rapid, and quantitative, and their cost is dramatically
lower compared to other more sophisticated techniques.
In this study, flow-through coulometry [31, 34] was
used to characterize the dissociation behaviour of humic
and fulvic acids purchased from the International Humic
Substances Society (IHSS). The method was optimized
and validated for humic acids in previous work [31]. The
application of the method on samples of IHSS, regarded
as standards and reference materials of humic substances,
is subsequent logical step in this field of humic research.
Fulvic acids are the most mobile and reactive components
of humic substances, and are completely soluble in water
and aqueous solutions [2–6, 35]. They are characterized
by a lower degree of aromaticity, as compared with that
of humic acids, and a considerable predominance of aliphatic substituents. The qualitative composition of functional groups is the same as that in humic molecules [35].
Similarly, the fraction of humic acids which is dissolved in
water, or rather in the aqueous phase in humic-containing
systems is the most active fraction of humic acids. It is
the most important medium of organic carbon transport
from terrestrial to aquatic ecosystems. This fraction can
be rich in acidic functional groups and its size can be the
result of equilibrium between dissolved and undissolved
humic acids [31, 32, 36].

Results
Figure 1 shows examples of chronopotentiograms measured by means of flow-through coulometry. As can
be seen obtained results are strongly influenced by the
concentration of measured samples. More fractions
were observed for diluted fulvic solutions and humic
leachates. The PPFA sample with concentration of 0.01
g dm−3 (Fig. 1a) contained minimally three main fractions of different amounts and strengths. Similar results
were observed for diluted humic leachates. In contrast,
only mono-modal distributions were observed in more
concentrated samples (e.g. LEHA with concentration of
10 g dm−3 in Fig. 1b). The chronopotentiogram obtained

Fig. 1 The examples of chronopotentiograms measured by means of
flow-through coulometry: a PPFA—0.01 g dm−3; b LEHA—10 g dm−3
(initial concentration of suspension before centrifugation); c phthalic
acid—5 mmol d
 m−3

for phthalic acids with concentration of 5 mmol d
 m−3
is shown in Fig. 1c (for details of measurement see ref.
[31]). In this record, two main fractions corresponding
with two carboxylic acidic groups in its molecule were
detected. The dibasic molecule of phthalic acids has
two functional groups, which are not equal, but have
two different values of pKa: 2.943 and 5.432 (see ref.
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[37]). Amounts of acidic functional groups determined
on the basis of flow-through coulometry involved both
protonated (undissociated) and dissociated groups in
studied systems. It is very useful mainly in the case of
humic acids which are only partially soluble in water
and the determination of their concentration in leachates is accompanied with several problems [29–31,
36]. Amounts of dissociated acidic groups were determined on the basis of pH-measurements. In Fig. 2,
the comparison of total amounts of acidic groups and

Fig. 2 The dependence of the total content of acidic functional
groups (circles) and dissociated acidic functional groups (triangles) for
LEHA leachates (a) and SRFA solutions (b) on the initial concentration
of humic and fulvic acids. The total content of acidic functional
groups involved undissociated and dissociated acidic functional
groups
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dissociated functional groups is shown. While the concentration dependence of dissociated acidic functional
groups in humic leachates had a linear character in logarithmical coordinates, that of total amounts of acidic
functional groups could be divided into two (NLHA,
ESHA, SRHA and PPHA) or three (LEHA) parts. However, for fulvic solutions, the concentration dependence
of the total amount of acidic functional groups also had
a linear character in logarithmical coordinates. The concentration of dissociated groups deviated slightly from
a linear character and its growth slowed down for more
concentrated systems as a result of a strong decrease in
dissociation degree. These differences in dissociation
behaviour were connected with the different solubilities of humic and fulvic acids, which were, in the case
of humic acids, strongly influenced by the ratio between
the total amount of humic particles and the amount of
humic particles in the aqueous phase. The humic content in the leachates was thus given by the equilibrium
between solid undissolved and dissolved humic molecules. The humic concentration in the leachate also
affected the dissociation of dissolved humic fractions
and their active coefficients.
The different behaviours of humic and fulvic acids
could also be detected in virtue of the comparison of their
dissociation degrees (see Fig. 3). The dissociation degree
of fulvic acids decreased gradually with their increasing
concentration similarly as in the case of simple organic
acids. The concentration dependence of the dissociation
degree for humic leachates was not the same as that for
fulvic solutions. It was observed that the dissociation
degree strongly increased with the increasing concentration of the dissolved humic fraction up to the initial
humic content in suspension of around 1–3 g d
 m−3 and
then gradually decreased. A maximum of dissociation
degree in this concentration region was observed for all
studied humic samples.

Discussion
The amount of dissociable acidic groups in humic leachates was determined by means of the method of flowthrough coulometry. It is well known that humic acids
are only partially soluble in water and neutral aqueous solutions and therefore it is necessary to specify
the amount of acidic functional groups which are contained in the dissolved humic fraction. The solubility
of humic acids is affected by many factors such as pH,
amount of humic acids per unit volume, ionic strength,
and the content of acidic functional groups in humic
acids and their strength and dissociation ability, etc. [30,
33]. The dissolved humic fraction is then the most active
one, which can play a transport role in, for example,
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Fig. 3 The dependence of dissociation degree on the concentration of NLFA (triangles) and LEHA (circles)–the initial concentration of suspension
before centrifugation is used in the case of LEHA

soil solutions. In contrast, fulvic acids are fully soluble in water and aqueous solutions and the determined
amounts of dissolved acidic groups should agree with
their total amounts.
In this work, we used a mathematical model derived for
monobasic acids [38, 39] and applied for the first time to
humic acids in our previous works [31, 32]. In the case
of highly diluted humic leachates or fulvic solutions, the
activity of water can be considered as unity and the equilibrium dissociation constant Ka can be defined as

aH3 O+ aA−
cH O+ cA− 2
Ka =
= 3
γ± ,
aHA
cHA

(1)

where aH3 O+ , aA− and aHA are the activities of 
H3O+
−
and A ions, and HA or FA molecules in equilibrium,

respectively. Similarly, cH3 O+ , cA− and cHA are equilibrium concentrations of H
 3O+ and A
 − ions, and HA or
FA molecules. Activity coefficients of individual reaction
components were replaced by square of mean activity
coefficient γ± (activity coefficient of undissociated molecules was considered as unit) [38, 39]. The mathematical
model derived in refs. [31, 32] resulted in Eq. (2):
√
log Kc = log Ka + 2 log γ± = log Ka + 2Ac αc0 , (2)
where Kc is the concentration dissociation constant, Ac
is a constant characterizing used solvent at given temperature, α is the dissociation degree of acidic functional
groups of humic and fulvic acids and c0 is the total concentration of acidic functional groups in the humic leachate or fulvic solution. The concentration dissociation
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constant Kc is defined by means of equilibrium concentrations of reaction components. The product of Kc and
square of mean activity coefficient γ± is equal to the equilibrium dissociation constant Ka [38, 39].
The dissociation degree α is the ratio between the
amount of dissociated acidic functional groups (cA−) and
the total amount of acidic functional groups contained in
dissolved humic and fulvic acids (c0):

α=

cA−
.
c0

(3)

Figure 4 shows an example of experimental data fitting for the NLFA sample. The dependence of log Kc
on √α c0 obtained for fulvic solutions is linear only for
higher concentrations (compare with Eq. 2). The dilution of fulvic solutions resulted in a significant decrease
in values of log Kc, which achieved their minimum for

Fig. 4 An example of data fitting by Eq. (2) for the NLFA sample

c0 → 0. The reason for this was the increase in dissociation degree (see Fig. 3) with dilution being connected
with an increase in the activity coefficients. Surprisingly, the data fitting according to Eq. 2 seemed to be
the same for humic leachates (not shown, please see
ref. [31]). However, the reason for such data fitting
was different when compared with that for fulvic solutions. The total contents of dissolved humic fractions
in leachates changed according to the initial contents
of humic acids in suspensions. The increase in humic
concentrations in leachates was necessarily connected
with changes in the amount and composition of the dissolved particles and the content and strength of acidic
functional groups. When the equilibrium between dissolved particles and undissolved residue was attained
different humic fraction were divided between dissolved and undissolved particles according to their
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acidic functional groups. In general, humic fractions
containing more functional groups with higher dissociation ability can be easily dissolved. In contrast, humic
fractions low in acidic functional groups can be difficult
to dissolve [4, 10, 24, 25, 31, 31, 32, 34, 35]. The dissociation ability of acidic functional groups of humic
acids is closely associated with their solubility. If the
ratio between solid humic acids and water is low, humic
fractions containing weaker functional groups can be
dissolved. In contrast, higher ratios can suppress the
solubility of fractions less rich in dissociable functional
groups. Therefore, the chemical structure of dissolved
humic particles is dependent on the ratio between solid
humic particles and water which are equilibrated [10,
31].
As described above, the concentration dependence
of the dissociation degree for humic leachates was not
the same as that for fulvic solutions. In contrast to fulvic acids a maximum was observed in the concentration
dependence of dissociation degree of humic acids. An
explanation of the observed maximum can be based on
the following hypothesis. The solubility and dissociation of humic acids is strongly affected by the strength
of their acidic functional groups. Therefore humic molecules containing weaker functional groups can dissolve
more easily in systems with low ratio between humic
acids and water (aqueous solution). In contrast, highly
concentrated systems contain mainly humic molecules
rich in strong acidic functional groups. We suppose
that the observed maximum is therefore caused by two
opposite effects. If the concentration of humic leachate
is low, less soluble humic particles can be dissolved due
to the fact that the leachate is little saturated. It means
that the concentration of humic acids in leachate is low
and the fractions with lover contents of acidic functional groups and that the groups have lower dissociation ability. Therefore, the functional groups can remain
as non-dissociated (macro)molecules. In more concentrated systems, humic acids containing worse dissociable functional groups can remain as undissolved which
results in the increase in dissociation degree up to the
maximum, because corresponding humic leachate contains mainly humic (macro)molecules rich in strong
functional groups. In highly concentrated humic leachates, their dissolved particles can interact which can
cause the decrease in their activity coefficients and also
in their dissociation degree. The differences observed
between dissociation of humic and fulvic acids can be
connected by other factors. One of them can be their
difference in molecular organization of humic and fulvic acids [12, 25, 26, 36, 40]. In general, supramolecular associations and macromolecules can co-exist in the
structure of humic acids [41–43] and a supramolecular
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arrangement is usually proposed for fulvic acids [44].
Nuzzo and Piccolo [40] indicated the possibility of
increasing the molecular size of supramolecular structures via oxidative polymerization and formation of
new covalent bonds, chemically stabilizing humic substances. The differences in molecular organization of
humic and fulvic acids can co-affect their dissociation
behaviour and support the dissociation ability of humic
acids in the concentration range where maximum of
dissociation degree was observed.
Figure 5 shows the dependence of pKc on the centration of LEHA. As can be seen, the dependence of pKc
on concentration decreases with the increase in humic
content and the dissociation constants of highly concentrated systems are practically constant. These constant values of pKa,2 were much lower in the case of
fulvic acids (see also Table 1) as a result of higher contents of stronger acidic functional groups. On the other
hand, the values of pKa1 obtained by extrapolation to
c0 → 0 were lower for humic leachates. It resulted in
the conclusion that highly diluted humic leachates contained in average stronger acidic groups in comparison
with fulvic acids. It seems that this finding is contrary
to the character and properties of humic and fulvic
acids; however, it is, in fact, logical. The reason lies in
the different solubilities of these two groups of humic
substances. While fulvic acids are totally soluble and
all their acidic functional groups including the weakest
ones are dissolved in fulvic solutions, humic particles
containing the weakest functional groups can remain in
solid undissolved form, which can apparently improve
the dissociation ability of humic acids when compared
with fulvic ones. It means that humic leachates based
on humic suspensions with different contents of humic
acids contained not only different amounts of dissolved humic fractions, but also dissolved humic acids
with different structure and composition of functional
groups, and also with different molecular arrangement
affecting their dissociation behaviour. Therefore, values
determined for the dissociation constants are valid for
the active dissolved fractions (at given circumstances)
in the case of humic acids and for the whole sample in
the case of fulvic acids.

Conclusions
In this work, flow-through coulometry was used to characterize the dissociation behaviour of dissolved organic
carbon—fulvic solutions and humic leachates. While
whole samples of fulvic acids including the weakest functional groups were analysed, only the active dissolved
humic fractions containing stronger acidic functional
groups were characterized. The fractions containing
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Fig. 5 The dependence of pKc values on the concentration of LEHA (the initial concentration of suspension before centrifugation)

higher amounts of the weakest functional groups
remained insoluble. Obtained data resulted in two different values of dissociation constant which can characterize acid–base behaviour of dissolved organic carbon in
dependence on its concentration. This work thus characterizes the functioning of dissolved organic carbon
from point of view of the dissociation ability. The results
obtained by this approach can help to predict the acid–
base behaviour of dissolved organic carbon in soil and
generally in nature. The acid–base behaviour of dissolved
organic carbon depends on its ratio to water. It behaves
differently in soil which is dry and in soil which is wet or
saturated by water.

Table 1 Values of pKa,1 and pKa,2
Sample
NLHA
ESHA
SRHA
PPHA
LEHA
NLFA
ESFA
SRFA
PPFA

pKa,1
6.18 ± 0.07

6.46 ± 0.04

6.32 ± 0.12

6.52 ± 0.06

7.13 ± 0.10

9.98 ± 0.12

9.86 ± 0.08

9.21 ± 0.07

8.92 ± 0.05

pKa,2
3.35 ± 0.08

3.48 ± 0.09

3.78 ± 0.15

3.41 ± 0.07

3.89 ± 0.05

3.82 ± 0.10

3.03 ± 0.08

3.08 ± 0.04

3.05 ± 0.02
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Experimental
Materials
Humic substances

Samples of humic and fulvic acids were purchased from
the International Humic Substances Society. Samples of
Nordic lake humic acids (NLHA), Elliot soil humic acids
(ESHA), Suwannee river humic acids (SRHA), Pahokee peat humic acids (PPHA), Leonardite humic acids
(LEHA), Nordic lake fulvic acids (NLFA), Elliot soil fulvic acids (ESFA), Suwannee river fulvic acids (SRFA), and
Pahokee peat fulvic acids (PPFA) were used in this study.
The main characteristics such as elemental composition
or the contents and properties of acidic functional groups
can be found on the website of the International Humic
Substances Society (http://humic-substances.org/acidic-
functional-groups-of-ihss-samples/).
Fulvic solutions and humic leachates

Fulvic acids were dissolved in a 1.5% solution of N
 a2SO4
(the background electrolyte for the flow-through coulometry) in order to achieve concentrations from 0.01 g
dm−3 to 10 g.dm−3. The solutions were stirred for 24 h.
up to total dissolution. Suspensions of humic acids with
humic contents from 0.01 g.dm−3 to 10 g.dm−3 were
prepared by mixing powdered samples with a 1.5% solution of Na2SO4. The suspensions were stirred for 24 h in
order to achieve equilibrium between the dissolved and
undissolved humic fractions. Equilibrated suspensions
were centrifuged in order to remove the solid humic residue and the obtained leachates (contained only dissolved
fractions of humic acids) were used for the determination
of pKa.
Methods
Study of dissociation behaviour of humic substances

In order to investigate the dissociation behaviour of the
fulvic acids and the dissolved humic fractions, the total
concentrations of fulvic acids in the solutions and of
humic acids in the leachates and their dissociated portions were determined by means of flow-through coulometer EcaFlow 150 GLP [30, 33]. This method is based
on direct electrochemical conversion of the analyte species in the pores of the electrode or in a thin layer. At a
suitable potential, the working electrode is filled with the
sample solution and the H+ ions splitting-off from acidic
groups are reduced galvanostatically to hydrogen and
thus neutralized. In this step, the signal (a chronopotentiogram) is recorded and the acid content in the sample is
evaluated. The concentrations of dissociated acidic functional groups were calculated on the basis of pH-measurements (Mettler Toledo Seven Easy).
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